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Summary: The dispute arose out of a decision of the Panamanian Supreme Court – dated 
May 2014 – in which the Court held the companies Bridgestone Licensing Services, Inc. 
(“BSLS”) and Bridgestone Americas, Inc. (“BSAM”) liable vis-à-vis a competitor, the Luque 
Group. The Bridgestone companies started an opposition proceeding before the courts of 
Panama to ascertain that the registration in Panama – by Luque Group - of the trademark 
RIVERSTONE, interfered with Bridgestone group rights under the trademarks owned 
BRIDGESTONE and FIRESTONE, both registered in Panama. Following the conclusion of 
these proceedings in favour of Luque Group, the latter started a lawsuit against BSLS and 
BSAM, claiming that the opposition proceedings had been wrongly initiated and had led to 
the halting of sales of RIVERSTONE tyres for fear that its stock would be seized in the event 
of losing the proceedings. The Court ordered the BSLS and BSAM to pay US$ 5 million, 
upholding the arguments put forward by Luque Group. The claimants (BSLS and BSAM) 
subsequently launched an ICSID investment arbitration proceeding, arguing that the Supreme 
Court’s judgment had undermined and thus reduced the value of their trademarks. In 
summary, the claimants contended that the judgment of the Panamanian Supreme Court was 
unjust and arbitrary, and that it violated Panama’s obligations under the United States–
Panama Trade Promotion Agreement (TPA) with respect of the concept of denial of justice, 
deeming the Supreme Court judgement heavily unfair – in violation of the principles of due 
process -, arbitrary and even heavily impacted by the corruption. Panama took part in the 
proceeding defending the Supreme Court judgment. While the Tribunal held that it had 
jurisdiction to hear the case, it did not hold the Respondent liable for denial of justice. Indeed, 
the Tribunal found that some errors of judgment were detectable but such errors did not 
amount at all to demonstrating that the judgment was the product of incompetence or 
corruption. As for costs, the Tribunal ordered the Claimants to reimburse the Respondent the 
expended portion of the advances paid by the Respondent to ICSID, and to pay US$ 6.5 
million towards Panama’s legal costs and expenses. 

Main Issue: for the purposes of establishing ICSID jurisdiction, the Tribunal was requested 
to ascertain whether the trademarks constituted an investment in the host State, Panama. The 
Tribunal first followed the text of the definition under the applicable investment chapter of 
the TPA, concluding that “investment” could reasonably include “intellectual property 
rights”. On the merits, the Tribunal reviewed the proceedings conducted before the 
Panamanian Supreme Court to ascertain whether there could be ground to establish a liability 
for denial of justice. 
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Digest: 

1. Relevant Facts  

Bridgestone Licensing Services, Inc. (“BSLS”), is a company incorporated in the State of 
Delaware, United States; and Bridgestone Americas, Inc. (“BSAM”) is a company 
incorporated in the State of Nevada, United States (together, the “Claimants”). Both are 
subsidiaries companies of the Japanese company Bridgestone, of the “Bridgestone Group” 
(“BJS”). Respondent of the proceedings is Republic of Panama (“Panama” or 
“Respondent”) (¶¶ 1-3).  

Bridgestone Group’s business, carried on internationally, is mainly focused on the 
manufacture and sale of tires under the trademarks FIRESTONE and BRIDGESTONE. 
Those trademarks have been registered in Panama. BSLS is the owner of those of the 
FIRESTONE trademarks that are registered outside the United States; and BSLS has granted 
to BSAM a license to use these trademarks (¶¶ 120-122). In 2001 the Luque Group of 
companies began to market in Panama and elsewhere tires manufactured in China bearing the 
mark RIVERSTONE. On 6 May 2002, Muresa Intertrade S.A. (“Muresa”), a member of the 
Luque Group, applied to register the RIVERSTONE trademark for tires in Panama (¶ 126). 
As owners of the FIRESTONE and BRIDGESTONE trademarks registered in Panama, BSJ 
and BSLS, challenged the registration of the RIVERSTONE mark, on the ground that the 
similarity between the rival trademarks would give rise to grave risk of confusion. The 
proceedings resulted unsuccessful in 2006 (¶¶ 126-127).  
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In 2007, Muresa and Tire Group of Factories Ltd. Inc., a distributor of RIVERSTONE tires, 
filed in Panama a civil tort claim against BSJ and BSLS for US $5 million. Muresa alleged 
suffering losses in consequence of being forced to cease selling RIVERSTONE tires because 
of the Bridgestone’s challenge proceedings. This claim was dismissed at first instance, and on 
appeal. The decision in favour of BSJ and BSLS was then reversed by the Supreme Court, 
which awarded US $5 million in damages, plus legal costs, against BSJ and BSLS and in 
favor of Muresa (¶ 128). Following said judgment, BSJ and BSLS submitted the dispute to 
the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”) based on the 
United States-Panama Trade Promotion Agreement signed on 28 June 2007, in force on 31 
October 2012 (the “TPA”), and the Convention on Settlement of Investment Disputes 
between States and Nationals of Other States, entered into force on 14 October 1966 (“ICSID 
Convention”) (¶ 5). 

2. Procedural History 

On 7 October 2016, Claimants submitted a request for arbitration against Panama (the 
“Request for Arbitration”) before ICSID Centre under the ICSID Convention (¶ 5). 
Following the requests for further information to the Claimants, the Acting Secretary-General 
registered the Request for Arbitration, in accordance with Article 36(3) of the ICSID 
Convention, and notified the Parties of the registration (¶¶ 7-8). The Parties agreed to 
constitute the Tribunal as follows: Lord Nicholas Phillips Baron of Worth Matravers (a 
British national) as President, appointed by the co-arbitrators; Mr. Horacio A. Grigera Naón 
(Argentine national), appointed by the Claimants; Mr. J. Christopher Thomas, QC (Canadian 
national), appointed by the Respondent (“Tribunal”). The arbitrators accepted their 
appointment (¶¶ 9-11).  

2.1 Expedited Objections proceedings. 

On 30 May 2017, the Respondent filed Expedited Objections pursuant to Article 10.20.5 of 
the TPA (“Expedited Objections”) together with the supportive evidence. In accordance 
with ICSID Arbitration Rules, the Tribunal (i) held the first hearing session with the parties 
by videoconference and allowed exchange of communications on procedural issues; (ii) on 
July 11, 2017, issued the Procedural Order no. 1 which inter alia established English as 
language of the proceedings, Washington DC as seat of the arbitration and included the 
schedule for the Expedited Objections phase (¶ 15).  

According to said schedule, on July 24, 2017, the Claimants filed their Response to the 
Expedited Objections pursuant to Article 10.20.5 of the TPA (the “Response on Expedited 
Objections”), accompanied by three witness statements, by Mr. Erick Calderón, Mr. Roger 
Hidalgo and Mr. Thomas R. Kingsbury. Previously consulted with the Parties, on 4 August 
2017, the Tribunal (i) informed the TPA “non-disputing Party,” i.e., the United States of 
America (“United States” or “U.S.”) of the scheduled date for the Hearing on Expedited 
Objections (“Hearing on Expedited Objections”), and (ii) invited the United States to 
indicate whether it intended to make any written or oral submission pursuant to Article 
10.20.2 of the TPA, setting a deadline for such submission (¶ 17). Furthermore, the Tribunal 
allowed the parties to file an additional Reply Expedited Objections, by Claimants, and a 
Rejoinder on Expedited Objections, by Respondent and further requests and replies on oral 
and written submissions to be presented for the scheduled Hearing on Expedited Objections 
(¶¶ 12-23). On 28 August 2017, in accordance with the deadline established by the Tribunal, 
the United States filed a written submission, pursuant to Article 10.20.2 of the TPA (¶ 27).  
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With Procedural Orders no. 2 and 3 the Tribunal further regulated the organization of the 
Hearing on Expedited Objections (¶¶ 24-28). The Hearing on Expedited Objections was held 
in Washington, DC from 3 to 6 September 2017. Having heard the Parties’ oral arguments on 
the preliminary evidentiary issues, the full Tribunal issued Procedural Order No. 4 with 
which, among others, the Tribunal granted to the parties the deadlines for Post-Hearing Briefs 
and Replies (¶¶ 33-38). On 25 September 2017, within the deadline set forth by the Tribunal, 
the United States filed a supplementary written submission, pursuant to Article 10.20.2 of the 
TPA (¶ 40). Following the submission of the Post-Hearing Briefs, on 13 December 2017, the 
Tribunal issued its Decision on Expedited Objections (¶¶ 41-46). 

2.2 Merit Phase 

On 30 January 2018, based on the procedural calendar proposed by the parties the President 
of the Tribunal issued Procedural Order No. 5, establishing the Hearing dates and the 
deadlines for written submissions, then extended upon requests of the parties (¶¶ 41-46). 
Accordingly, (i) on 11 May 2018, the Claimants filed their Memorial (“Memorial”) together 
with documentary evidence and witness statements (¶ 52); on 14 September 2018, the 
Respondent filed its Counter-Memorial (“Counter-Memorial”) (¶ 55). The respective 
Redfern Schedules were submitted, and the Tribunal issued Procedural Order No. 7 
concerning the production of documents, dated January 15, 2019 (¶ 67). On 22 March 2019, 
the Claimants filed their Reply (the “Reply”) accompanied by four expert reports by Mr. 
Adán A. Arjona, Mr. Brian M. Daniel, Ms. Roberta Jacobs‐Meadway (¶ 73) and a 
Supplementary Reply on April 30, 2019 (¶ 81). On 17 June 2019, the Respondent filed its 
Rejoinder (the “Rejoinder”) accompanied by six expert reports by Mr. Gabriel Fried, Ms. 
Nadine H. Jacobson, Ms. Marissa Lasso de la Vega Ferrari, Mr. Jorge F. Lee, Prof. Jan 
Paulsson, and Mr. Matthew D. Shopp (¶ 87). On 7 December 2018, in accordance with the 
deadline established by the Tribunal, the United States filed their third written submission, 
pursuant to Article 10.20.2 of the TPA (“U.S. Third Written Submission”) (¶ 64). 

A Hearing on the Merits was held in Washington, DC from 29 July to 2 August 2019 
(“Hearing”). A further session was held by videoconference on 28 August 2019 (the “VC 
Hearing”), to conduct the examination of a witness (Ambassador Emanuel Gonzalez-
Revilla) (¶¶ 99-104). Following authorizations granted to the parties, the latter filed and 
counter-filed some integrations to their evidence requests and opposing applications (¶¶ 105-
110). On 16 October 2019, the Parties filed their respective Post-Hearing Briefs (¶ 112). On 8 
November 2019, the Parties filed their respective Statements of Costs (¶ 115). 

3. Jurisdiction (Section V) 

3.1 On BSAM’s claim for denial of Justice 

3.1.1 Claimants’ Position  

Claimants maintained that BSAM was entitled to bring a claim for denial of justice under the 
Fair and Equitable Treatment (FET) standard in Article 10.5 of the TPA, even though the 
claimant was not a party to the local court proceeding (¶¶ 153-155). 
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3.1.2 Respondent’s Position 

Panama contended jurisdiction based on a different interpretation of Articles 10.17 and 10.16 
of the TPA. Respondent submitted that BSAM could not assert a claim for denial of justice 
when it made no effort to participate in the proceeding that led to the Supreme Court 
Judgment and relied on Prof. Paulsson’s expert report (¶¶ 142-151). 

3.1.3. Tribunal’s analysis on jurisdiction on denial of justice. 

The Tribunal maintained that, where a covered investment is unfairly treated by reason of a 
denial of justice, it is likely that the investor will be party to the proceedings in which the 
denial of justice occurs, but this is not necessarily the case (¶¶ 163-165). Tribunal considered 
the case Franck Charles Arif v. Republic of Moldova, ICSID Case No. ARB/11/23, Award, 8 
April 2013 and maintained that in an investment treaty arbitration where a chain of 
companies is involved, indirect interests in an investment are recognized, notwithstanding 
that this may involve lifting the veil of incorporation (¶¶ 163-172). On whether BSAM can 
invoke a denial of justice in relation to litigation in which BSLS but not BSAM was a party, 
the TPA answers in the affirmative: BSAM was an “investor” and therefore has standing for 
its claim. Panama’s objection was therefore dismissed (¶¶ 175-179). 

3.2 On BSAM’s claim for loss 

3.2.1 Claimants’ Position  

BLSM and BSAM maintained that the Tribunal had jurisdiction procedurally pursuant to 
Article 25 of the ICSID Convention, and substantially over measures adopted or maintained 
by a TPA Party relating to investors of the other TPA Party and their covered investments as 
BSLS (i) held intellectual property rights in Panama (the FIRESTONE trademark for BSLM 
and the licenses for BRIDGESTONE and FIRESTONE trademarks for BSAM) qualifying as 
“investment” under the TPA; (ii) qualifies as an “investor” of another TPA Party, namely the 
United States; and (iii) had a dispute arising directly out of its investment (¶¶ 140-141). In 
more detail, regarding the claim for loss, Claimants maintained that (a) (damages outside 
Panama) the result of the Supreme Court Judgment necessarily created impairment and 
resulted in negative economic consequences in other relevant jurisdictions (namely, Costa 
Rica, Puerto Rico, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic) (¶¶ 190-191); (b) (identification 
of the loss) where the TPA breach affects intellectual property rights, the assessment of loss 
and damages must be undertaken by reference to the specific features of intellectual property, 
taking into account the effect on the market (¶¶ 193-195). 

3.2.2 Respondent’s Position 

Panama contended jurisdiction based on a different interpretation of Articles 10.17 and 10.16 
of the TPA, concerning the definitions of “claim”, “claimants” and “investments”. In 
particular, Respondent submitted that BSLM “has failed to establish that it has ‘incurred’ 
loss” which is a “threshold jurisdictional requirement” (¶¶ 142-143). With respect to 
Claimants’ assertions, Respondent replies: (a) BSAM’s claim for alleged loss for diminished 
value of the BRIDGESTONE and FIRESTONE trademarks cannot extend to damages 
allegedly suffered outside Panama (Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Guatemala and the Dominican 
Republic) provided that investment of BSAM in these States are not part of BSAM’s 
investment in Panama (¶¶ 181-183); (b) the claim for alleged diminution of value of the 
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BRIDGESTONE and FIRESTONE trademarks refers to the decrease in royalties that a 
trademark owner receives from licensees, and argued that such decrease could never be a loss 
to BSAM who is the trademark licensee that pays (not receives) those royalties (¶¶ 186-188). 

3.2.3. Tribunal’s analysis on jurisdiction for BSAM’s claim for loss outside of Panama 

The Tribunal maintained that BSAM’s claims for loss outside of Panama was made on the 
same basis as the claim that the Tribunal held to be outside its jurisdiction in its Decision on 
Expedited Objections. Therefore, the jurisdiction was denied. BSAM’s claims for loss inside 
of Panama are made for reductions in the values of their interests in the trademarks. The 
Claimants advanced a substantial body of evidence at the Hearing that they alleged made 
good their respective claims for losses. The losses alleged were not related to royalties. 
Panama’s contention that BSAM’s claim should be rejected in limine on the ground that its 
pleadings do not identify or quantify any loss does not succeed (¶¶ 197-201). 

3.3 On BSLS’ claim for loss 

3.3.1 Claimants’ Position  

The Claimants explained that BSLS claims for two categories of loss. First, damages ordered 
by the Panama Supreme Court; with regard to this first category, the Claimants submitted that 
the payment to Muresa under the Supreme Court Judgment was made by BSLS, and it was 
openly admitted that BSLS obtained a loan from BSAM for that purpose (¶¶ 202-203). 
Second, damage to the value of the FIRESTONE trademark; with regard to the second 
category, Claimants submitted that BRIDGESTONE and FIRESTONE were “well-known” 
global brands entitled to heighted protection under the Paris Convention and special 
protections in international enforcement proceedings, and “the acquisition or loss of well-
known status in one jurisdiction can be used in actions in other jurisdictions against the 
trademark owner or its licensee” (¶¶ 214-216) 

3.3.2 Respondent’s Position 

Panama contended that BSLS had failed to demonstrate any loss in connection with its 
investment, as required by Article 10.16.1(a) of the TPA, and as a result its claims failed (¶ 
202). Moreover, with respect to the damages ordered by the Panama Supreme Court, Panama 
contended that BSLS had not established that this loss had been incurred, as required by 
Article 10.16.1(a)(ii) of the TPA (¶ 203). With regard to the damage to the value of the 
FIRESTONE trademark, Panama further contended, in order to demonstrate that the alleged 
uncertainty had affected the value of its investments, BSLS would need to demonstrate a 
decrease in the royalties it received for the use of the FIRESTONE trademark, yet the 
royalties had remained the same in the relevant period, and there had been no decrease in sale 
of FIRESTONE branded-tires either (¶¶ 207-209).  

3.3.3. Tribunal’s analysis on jurisdiction for BSLS’ claim for loss. 

The Tribunal held that: (i) on the damages awarded by the Panama Supreme Court, it clearly 
had jurisdiction to determine whether this claim is made out and concluded Panama had 
submitted no valid challenges to jurisdiction; (ii) on the losses sustained outside Panama, said 
losses were the same as those that the Tribunal had ruled to be outside of its jurisdiction in 
the case of BSAM. The Tribunal upheld Panama’s jurisdictional challenge to this part of 
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BSLS’s claim; (iii) on the claim for loss sustained within Panama, Panama’s jurisdictional 
challenge to this part of BSLS’s claim fails for the same reasons that the Tribunal has given 
in respect of BSAM’s parallel claim (¶¶ 217-219). 

4. Liability (Section VI) 

4.1. The Claim for Denial of Justice under Article 10.5 of the TPA 

The Claimants contended that Article 10.5 of the TPA required Panama to provide to covered 
investments (including investments in intellectual property rights) fair and equitable 
treatment in accordance with customary international law, and it explicitly required Panama 
not to deny justice to investors. According to the Claimants, the Respondent breached Article 
10.5 of the TPA by issuing the Supreme Court Judgment of 28 May 2014, which undercuts 
one of the fundamental rights of trademarks, namely, the right to oppose the registration of 
potentially confusingly similar trademarks (¶¶ 312-314). 

4.1.1 Claimant’s position. 

Claimant maintained that (i) a denial of justice may occur when there is “clear and malicious 
misapplication of the law;” “lack of due process” to a point which “offends a sense of judicial 
propriety”; a decision that is “clearly improper and discreditable” in light of all the facts; or 
“when it is clear that the court has […] ‘administer[ed] justice in a seriously inadequate 
way”; (ii) given the wide range of possibilities and factual circumstances that could amount 
to denial of justice, there is no definitive test for denial of justice under international law; (iii) 
accordingly, the best way for the Tribunal to frame the test for denial of justice is “a 
judgment so egregious that no honest or competent court could have given it.” (¶¶ 315-316).  

The Claimants submit that in this case the Respondent has breached its obligation not to deny 
justice because the Panamanian Supreme Court undertook the following conduct: 

(i) fundamental breaches of due process; in summary, the Claimants submitted that 
the Supreme Court (a) based the decision on a provision different from that relied 
upon in Muresa’s claim; (b) misunderstood and misinterpreted the documentary 
evidence submitted (i.e. the so called Foley Letter) and misapplied the relevant 
procedure on the evaluation of a documentary evidence; (c)  did not conduct a 
reasoned examination of the evidence because it ignored BSLS’s and BSAM’s 
evidence and the Court’s own-expert’s evidence, and it relied on unsupported 
witness evidence contradicted by documents (¶¶ 325-337). 

(ii) arbitrary decision: in summary, according to the Claimants, the Supreme Court 
Judgment was arbitrary because it failed to conduct a reasoned examination of the 
evidence, the Court misinterpreted documentary evidence submitted (i.e. the so-
called Foley Letter), and found that BSLS’s and BSJ’s trademark opposition 
proceeding against Muresa was initiated with the intention to harm (¶¶ 338-340). 

(iii) grossly incompetent decision. In summary, according to the Claimants, the 
violations of due process and grounds for arbitrariness they have raised also serve 
to support the conclusion that no judge, attempting to apply the law in good faith, 
could have made the findings in the Supreme Court judgment (¶¶ 342-343). 

(iv) corruption in the process. In summary, according to the Claimants, the following 
circumstances served as evidence of the corruption: In this case, the Claimants 
assert the following circumstantial evidence points to corruption: (a) the 
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admission by the Panama Ambassador to the United States that the Supreme Court 
Judgment was procured through corruption; (b) the Respondent’s delay in 
searching documents requested in document production until Justice Ortega 
(drafter of the Supreme Court Judgment) had left the Court; (c) the large quantity 
of circumstantial evidence on corruption relating to Justice Ortega and the 
judiciary in general (¶¶ 344-349). 

4.1.2. Respondent’s position. 

Respondents maintained – in summary - that the threshold for a finding of denial of justice 
under international law is “extremely high,” and it entails “the failure of the entire domestic 
legal system”. It requires “the failure of a national legal system to provide due process;” it 
necessarily entails a systemic failure; and the factual circumstances must be “egregious”. In 
the case at stake said standard is not met. Moreover, and anyway, it is not the role of an 
international tribunal to determine whether in its view the domestic court misapplied 
domestic law; nor can the tribunal correct errors of domestic procedural or substantive law or 
revisit evidentiary rulings (¶¶ 361-366). Furthermore, with respect to the Claimants’ 
allegations for denial of justice, Respondent submitted: 

(i) on alleged the breaches of due process, that the arguments lacked merit. In 
summary, the Claimants had already the opportunity to raise the objections on the 
alleged violation of the rules of evidence. BSLS and BSJ presented merits 
defences on this topic and had an opportunity to confront the plaintiffs’ evidence 
and therefore no violation can be detected (¶¶ 375-382). Furthermore, on the 
admission and evaluation of the “Foley Letter”, Respondents clarified that the 
document was regularly admitted and evaluated according to the relevant rules of 
Panamanian law (¶¶ 377-378). 

(ii) on the alleged incompetence and arbitrariness of the decision, Respondent 
replied that: (a) it is within the discretion and mandate of a domestic court to 
weigh the evidence to reach a decision in favour of one party; (b) an international 
tribunal does not have competence to retrace the evidence; and (c) Supreme Court 
did conduct a reasoned examination of the evidence (¶ 383). 

(iii) on the allegation of corruption, Respondents affirmed that fails for various 
reasons. In summary: (a) the Claimants had not satisfied the high standard of 
proof for corruption in international arbitration, which required that the party 
alleging corruption provides “clear and convincing evidence”; (b) moreover, let 
alone evidence, the claim for corruption was not supported by any specific factual 
allegations; (c) claim for corruption is duplicative, and it failed for the same 
reason as the other alleged categories of denial of justice, given that the Claimants 
are asking the Tribunal to “infer” corruption in the Supreme Court Judgment 
because the Judgment was “so clearly and manifestly wrong” (¶¶ 384-397). 

4.1.3. Tribunal analysis and findings. 

On the liability, the Tribunal held that the claims of BSAM and BSLS must be dismissed. 
The tribunal analyzed the reasoning and the examination of facts and evidence of the whole 
proceedings held before the Panamanian Courts. Some errors of judgment were detectable 
but such error fall far short of demonstrating that the judgment was the product of 
incompetence or corruption. Consequently, the denial of justice is not configured in the case 
at stake (¶ 547). To conclude in this way, the Tribunal reasoned as follows. 
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(i) on the allegations for breaches of due process and assumed arbitrariness of 
the decision:  

(a) regarding the evaluation of evidence, the court of appeal decision based on 
which the Panamanian Supreme Court ordered cassation was aware of the 
existence of evidence and purportedly ignored them. Then, the said Supreme 
Court proceeded on the basis that “Error of Fact Regarding the Existence of 
Evidence” was the appropriate ground of recourse to found an allegation that 
the Appeal Court had ignored relevant evidence (¶¶ 412-416). The Tribunal 
was then satisfied that this accorded with established practice. The Claimants’ 
contention that the Supreme Court applied the wrong ground when allowing 
the cassation application was without merit (¶ 418).  

(b) regarding the wrongful application of the Judicial Code, Tribunal found 
devoid of merit the Claimants’ allegation that the Supreme Court was wrong 
to apply Article 217 of the Judicial Code when determining liability. There 
was no breach of due process in that respect (¶¶ 419-431).  

(c) regarding the disputed admissibility of the Foley Letter, based on the 
procedural rules of evidence, the Tribunal deemed that the document was 
properly admitted and formed part of the evidence in the case (¶¶ 433-453). 
The Tribunal adopted therefore a deferential approach with respect to the 
assessment made by the Panamanian Supreme Court – which deemed the 
evidence admissible – and further added that, even if the conclusion had 
turned out to be erroneous, such “error” was not an egregious error of the kind 
that could amount to, or contribute to, a denial of justice under the relevant 
principles of international law (¶ 455).  

In conclusion, no breaches of due process can be detected. 

(ii) on the allegation of corruption, the Tribunal ruled that:  

(a) with respect to the allegation that the violations of the due process were so 
egregious to imply a certain degree of corruption to reach that decision, the 
argument was rejected. The Tribunal already ruled that – in its view – the 
alleged violation of due process was not to be considered egregious (¶¶ 534-
536);  

(b) with respect to the other indicia of corruption raised by the Claimants – for 
example regarding the statement of the Panamanian Ambassador to the United 
States – the argument was rejected as not sufficiently supported (¶¶ 539-546).  

In conclusion, no corruption can be detected. 

The Claimants claims are dismissed. 

5. Damages (Section VII) 

The issue on the damages was represented by the following assertions. The Supreme Court 
awarded in favour of Muresa and TGFL damages and advocates fees in the sum of US$ 
5,431,000 against BSJ and BSLS jointly and severally. BSLS claimed that the whole of this 
sum constitutes “loss or damage by reason of, or arising out of” the Supreme Court Judgment 
that it had incurred. Panama claimed that no part of this sum constitutes loss incurred by 
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BSLS. This because the funds used by BSLS to discharge the debt were provided in their 
entirety by BSAM, in circumstances where BSLS will not be required to repay this sum 
unless it succeeds in its current claim. Moreover, Panama contends that as BSJ and BSLS 
were equally responsible for the payment of the Supreme Court Judgment, BSLS could not 
recover the entire amount paid (¶¶ 549-550). 

5.1 Tribunal analysis and findings 

The Tribunal confirmed that no damages could be awarded in favour of the Claimants. The 
Tribunal does not consider the source of the funds used by BSLS to discharge its liability 
under the Supreme Court Judgment debt to be material to the question of whether this 
constituted a loss suffered by BSLS (¶¶ 563-564). Furthermore, the Tribunal considers the 
claim brought jointly by BSAM and BSLS: The basis of this claim was a submission that the 
allegedly aberrant Supreme Court Judgment had an impact on the value of the 
BRIDGESTONE and FIRESTONE trademarks, and indeed on the value of trademarks in 
general, in Panama and more widely. The Tribunal concludes that the Claimants have been 
unable to produce enough evidence to support this proposition and the claim has been 
therefore already dismissed. Given that the claims have been already deemed groundless, 
there could be no space for the assessment of the damages allegedly arising from the Panama 
Supreme Court decision (¶¶ 566-570). 

The request for damages is dismissed. 

6. Costs (Section VIII) 

6.1 Claimant’s position on Costs 

Claimants submitted that they have incurred in US$ 7,028,909.97 in costs and expenses in 
this proceeding. This total is composed of the Claimants’ claim for: (i) costs and expenses 
associated with the Expedited Objections Phase (US$ 1,179,110.97); and (ii) costs and 
expenses associated with the rest of the proceeding (US$ 5,849,799.00). The Claimants 
request that the Tribunal “order the Respondent to bear such fees and costs, with interest 
thereon at the rate of six-month LIBOR plus 2% per annum” (¶¶ 571-572). 

6.2 Respondent’s position on Costs 

Respondent requested the Tribunal to order Claimants, jointly and severally, to (i) pay USD 
600,000 to cover Panama’s costs advances to ICSID, and USD 8,006,906.00 to cover the 
legal fees and expenses incurred by Panama during the proceeding, plus interest; and (ii) pay 
any additional costs, including legal fees and expenses, incurred by Panama after 31 October 
2019, but before the Tribunal rendered its Award, plus interest (¶¶ 576-577). 

6.3 Tribunal’s decision on Costs 

According to Article 61(2) of the ICSID Convention, the Tribunal ordered the Claimants to 
reimburse the Respondent the expended portion of the advances paid by the Respondent to 
ICSID, and to pay US$ 6.5 million towards Panama’s legal costs and expenses. Accordingly, 
the Tribunal declared that the Claimants were jointly and severally liable to pay the 
Respondent: (i) US$ 441,085.73 for the expended portion of the Respondent’s advances to 
ICSID; and (ii) US$ 6,500,000.00 (¶¶ 579-583). 
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